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Next Run 2259
Date:

TUES 19 April 2022

Hare:

Sheepthrills

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:
Co
Hare:

Theme:

First Defence
Germanic
chaos

Run
Mellor Park, Bibra Lake.
Site:
Grub: YES

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Shit Scraper & Molly Dooker
Upcumming Runs

Run
2260
2261

Date
26 Apr
2 May

Hares
Blank – Bullsbrook Hash
Mullaway

Van Driver
Blow Job
Ampol

2262

11 May

Mother

Barrelina

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van YOU need to find someone to swap out with. Contact the
On Sec:- HardCase. hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2258 – Mel Adjusted @ Huntingdale
Preamble:
I am MIA this week due to being a close contact of ELF who tested positive for Covid last
Thursday. Rooted is also MIA but for other reasons so the sole remaining car pool member, GM
Donka, manages to cadge a lift with the Mullet/MauSei/Kazi car pool.
Many thanks to Squirt for agreeing to fill in on Monday night and take the notes for the Rag.
Thanks to Mel Adjusted for filling in as the Hare for Blow Job at short notice. Also thanks to
Sheepthrills and Replicar for helping out in the Van.
We had 31 MOH [Men of Hamersley] turn up for the run in Huntingdale. Troppo is stand-in Song
Master for ELF and Bravefart is the stand-in Hash Flash for Pole Polisher.
Unfortunately, the Hare Mel Adjusted had picked the smallest car park in Huntingdale that just
about accommodates the Van and 3 cars! He also failed to notice that a Yoga and Meditation class
was on at the same time in one of the adjacent Units! They were not amused!
The Hare Mel Adjusted takes to the crate to instruct the hounds on run directions. Barrelina
interjects with some important news about McCrookie’s house being robbed this week and several
valuable books were stolen but the real bad news was that McCrookie had not coloured all of them
in yet! With that Mel Adjusted sets the Running pack off but holds the Walkers back for short
cutting instructions.

The Run:
The Runners did 7.3Km tonight and Bravefart was first
back to the run site tonight. It was mentioned that he was
being a wee bit too competitive!
The Walkers went over Corfield Street and into a wooded
area that looked like there was a stream flowing through
it. It was a short walk of 2.4Km for them.
After the Runners and /Walkers returned RA Kazi [should
have gone to SpecSavers!] steps on a retic valve box and
breaks it making the circle a dangerous place until Troppo
puts on his HSE hat and cordons off the area with witches
hats.
Circle Up & Visitors and Returniks
Visitors:
• None tonight
Returniks:
• C-Man – says he was rowing his boat but that must have been on the Yarra!
•

Squirt – caught Covid in the UK and did the right thing by his Hash mates by staying away!

•

Gasman – reckoned that he has been blowing things up! Balloons?

•

RADS – derogatory comment that was ignored! He might have been on holiday?

Even though he had only been absent 1 week and therefore not technically a Returnik, McCrookie
came into the circle to grab himself a free drink!
Troppo led the Returniks into song.
Covid Report:
The hits keep on coming as Tom Cruise used to say in the movie “A Few Good Men”.
Latest news from our members who have succumbed to Covid is:• Dick Van – all good just catching up at work
•

Short Horn – all good now, just some ongoing fatigue

•

ELF – I’m pretty much over it. Seems that his Unmentionable is worse off than him!

•

Precious – on the mend and hopefully be free of isolation sooner than planned.

•

Biggles – going OK but get tired from time to time. Headaches come and go but should be
up and about before too long.

•

Hard Case – tested negative but still isolating as a close contact of ELF’s. Fingers crossed!

•

Donka – tested mild positive Tuesday morning. Getting a PCR test to confirm!

•

Arseholeo – received a positive Covid result on Tuesday from yesterday’s test. Feeling
better than yesterday but got to isolate for 7 days.

General Business:
In Rooted’s absence, MauSei steps up and delivers a joke to allow the physically challenged to be
seated.
Barrelina follows on with a joke of his own but in Squirt’s own words “all too fast for my
shorthand”!. Not easy is it?
McCrookie interrupts proceedings as does Wimpy before C-Man steps forward and updates us
all on Poorman’s Hash on 22-24 April 2022. He asks those going if they want the offshore
registration spent on food or on beer?
GM Donka reiterates the message from the email sent out a few days ago by On Sec HardCase
that if you feel ill at all please don’t come to the Hash and get yourself tested.
Stir pleases the circle with one of his jokes.
McCrookie tells the circle that it is customary to have an interpreter at offshore run and the
run in Cervantes is no different. Also we need a suitably qualified RA. RA Kazi is nominated as
RA [he needs the experience!] and as Pole Polisher will be MIA, Bravefart qualifies as an
interpreter.
It was mentioned by a little bird that C-Man had a song and dance in the circle about losing money
as his advert did not appear in last year’s H4 annual. Upon investigation it appears that this is a
false claim as his advert is indeed in Donka’s Tartan Army H4 annual. Gasman also had a whinge
about his advert not appearing either but investigations reveal that he paid for this advert on 6
December 2021 well after printing had started and the annual was about to be issued to members.
Charges:
Straight up GM Donka calls out the Hare Mel Adjusted for having a run site in direct sight and
sound of a Yoga and Meditation class requiring him to have a skewed circle. DD Mel Adjusted.
C-Man charges the person [nobody owned up!] who brought Gage Roads zero alcohol to the run
and left all the empties on the Van Bar. Screwdriver defends and said it was an advert for quality
beer that could be a welcome addition to the Hash Splashes “specials”. [Scribes note:- only if the
price comes down or that Members are willing to pay more than 1 token for it!] Charge reversed
DD C-Man.
McCrookie seizes his opportunity and says that he has only been away 1 week and the Club has
gone to shit! He charges Screwdriver with trying to bring in more zero alcohol beer to the circle.
DD Screwdriver.
WOW:
Apparently there are two incumbent WOW’s, Squirt and Mullet, and they are brought into the
circle by RA Kazi. [Just because you have been MIA for a few weeks Squirt we had not forgotten
that you remained a WOW].
RA Kazi brings forward Troppo as a non-contributor [a bit harsh I would have thought!] and asks
him for a WOW nomination fast!
Squirt bravely nominates RA Kazi and he thinks it will help his case by calling him “the esteemed
RA”!

Mullet [obviously looking for payback] nominates his pool car driver last week – RA Kazi. He
reckons that RA Kazi wanted to leave and go home before Fat Cat went to bed last week even
though as the Co-hare, he was supposed to help clean up! RA Kazi swiftly moves things along.
The long knives are out tonight as Wimpy also nominates RA Kazi for being a tight arse and the
only person not to tip at the Hash Lunch last week.
RA Kazi, obviously feeling the pressure, nominates RADS for trying to be a lookalike country
singer with his new mullet!
Troppo by now has no idea who he could nominate as WOW, so by default he is awarded the WOW
shirt. DD to outgoing WOW’s Squirt and Mullet and incoming WOW Troppo.
Run Report:
McCrookie is determined to reassert his authority on proceedings and somehow manages to
convince GM Donka that he should do the Run Report. I was only joking last week when I said
“come back all is forgiven”! McCrookie said it was a good run with trail through a fine wooded area
and a good Runner/Walker split. Nice location if you are in to small places and Yoga and meditation.
Snacks and BLT Rolls were good so he awards the Run 7 / 10 but then decides to deduct -1 for
serving pork during Ramadan. So the self proclaimed smartest man in hash ends up giving a final
score of 8 / 10! Go figure!
Next Week’s Run:
Sheepthrills on TUESDAY 19 April @ Mellor Park, Bibra Lake.
Next week’s Van driver:
Blow Job
Hash Lunch:
Next Hash lunch will be on Friday 6 May 2022 at a location TBA.
Hares Act:
The Hare, Mel Adjusted, brings out his little helpers – McCrookie, Replicar and Troppo. They
had to guess the H4 hasher’s name that was written on a piece of paper stuck to their foreheads.
They had 1 question to ask and move along if they got their guess wrong. Replicar was first to
guess Dingo [3 questions in]. Next was Troppo to guess Slops [5 questions in]. Lost count of how
many clues that the self proclaimed smartest man in Hash, McCrookie, was given before he finally
managed to guess HardCase. Good game and DD to the Hare Mel Adjusted and his little helpers.
Song:
Gasman leads us into “Raise Your Mugs” to close the circle.
ON ON
Donka / HardCase/Squirt 22/52

